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GEBERIT CONCEALED
TECHNOLOGY



Designed in 
Switzerland. 
At home in 
New Zealand.

 

The iconic Eiger hotel in Switzerland 
where Geberit’s concealed cisterns 
were installed in 1964 and were 
replaced 50 years later when the 
bathrooms were renovated.



Swiss Precision
European design and precision Swiss engineering has 

been at the heart of Geberit’s commitment to product 

innovation since 1874.

To ensure the highest product quality, Geberit 

manufactures its cisterns in Germany and its flush 

plates in Switzerland.

Geberit has aligned its vision to create a sustainable 

environment and improve people’s wellbeing with 

its actions of sustainable sourcing, manufacturing, 

logistics and product design.

Functionality 
Functionality and stylish contemporary design

come together when a Geberit concealed cistern

is installed behind the wall, allowing freedom

of design at the front of the wall.  

This philosophy has led to more than 60 million

Geberit concealed cisterns installed worldwide –

and users experiencing the luxury of well-designed 

lifestyle bathrooms.

Design Freedom
Working in partnership with leading designers, 

Geberit’s range of stylish button designs and finishes 

ensure there is a high quality design option

for all contemporary bathroom styles.

Reliability
Up to 15 years warranty on cisterns and spare parts 

availability of 25 years. Complete peace of mind behind 

the wall, for the life of the bathroom.



A panel of Swiss experts
behind every cistern



Daniel  Irányi 
TRIBECRAFT
Co-founder

Sigma80

A panel of Swiss experts
behind every cistern

TRIBECRAFT
Zürich

Daniel  Irányi 
TRIBECRAFT
Co-founder

Sigma80

Award winning designer, Daniel Iranyi

and his team at Tribecraft have been 

collaborating with Geberit since 2000.

With a focus on design and function, 

Daniel’s aim is to create minimalist

buttons that complement the features

of the bathroom.

Daniel studied industrial design at the

Art Center College of Design Europe, 

Switzerland and is responsible for

designing the award winning Sigma80.

Daniel’s innovative designs have won

the IF Product Design Award (2012) and

the Red Dot Design Award (2012).



Sigma01

Sigma50

Omega60

Christoph Behling,
Lead Designer
TAG Heuer



‘Modest perfection’ are the words used by
Christoph Behling to describe the range of
Sigma50, Sigma01 and Omega60 buttons
designed by his team.

“Geberit products don’t scream, ‘Look at me, 
I’m different’ and for that reason we have designed 
these buttons with love and patience to produce
a high quality product that cannot be found in
mass-produced items.”

Christoph and his team work with a number of
global brands, including Tag Heuer, to create fresh
and inspiring products.

Swiss clockwork, to be precise

Runs like
     clockwork





The Sigma range of buttons offer design 

freedom at the front of the wall with an

extensive range of button finishes.

Suitable for traditional inwall installations 

the range suits New Zealand construction 

practices making installation intuitive.

The concealed cistern provides a

choice of design options including

a wall hung toilet which allows for 

uninterrupted wall and floor tiling,

giving the appearance of space.

All Sigma buttons are compatible

with Sigma8 concealed cisterns.

All Geberit concealed cisterns carry a 

warranty of up to 15 years and spare parts 

availability of 25 years.

For inwall
installations

Sigma



Daniel Iranyi, 
Award-winning 
designer

“Our goal in designing Sigma80    
  was to bring a stylish and 
  minimal glass interface to life
  as you approach it”



Suits Sigma8 cistern

Touchless dual-flush             1811579
Reflective glass         

Touchless dual-flush            1811578
Black glass          

The remarkable, 
touchless Sigma80
electronic button that 
operates with the wave 
of your hand.

The high quality glass finishes in the 

Sigma80 range showcase a modern

style with an innovative touchless

flush activation.

The wave of a hand over the button

LED lights provides a subtle display that 

reflect the sequence of a full or half flush. 

The LED lights can be programmed for

an ambient light setting – lighting the way 

to the bathroom at night. Activated by a 

sensor movement, the button allows an 

‘always on’ or ‘always off’ mode and an 

auto flush setting, making the Sigma80 an 

ideal addition to a touchless bathroom.

All Sigma buttons are compatible

with Sigma cisterns. 





Stainless steel brushed                    1811559 
   

Sigma70.    

White glass                               1811560        

Black glass                                1811561     

Matt black metal                               1811575     

Designed to give the appearance of a 

button that floats on the wall, the

Sigma70 is as functional as it is stylish.

Sitting only millimetres from the wall, the 

technology behind the Sigma70 activates 

the flush effortlessly, via an innovative

pivot mechanism.

With the highest quality materials and 

craftsmanship, the buttons are designed

to complement the bathroom.

Our lightest touch
flush activation.

 
Suits Sigma8 cisterns





Gun metal   
1811572          

Brushed chrome
9504024

Suits Sigma8 cistern

Brushed nickel                    1811571 
    

Sigma50.    

Bright chrome                      9504025        

White / akril 
1801114         

Black / akril 
1801115         

Matt black / akril
9504429         

Matt black metal
1811570         

Rose gold 
1811569          

Silver / akril
1801119          

A frameless surface and subtle curves

give the impression of depth.

Made from the finest materials, the 

Sigma50 offers a stylish range of modern 

finishes including timeless chrome and 

dramatic matt black metal, amongst

others, to suit any bathroom style.

Harmonious, 
frameless,
flawless design.

Christoph Behling
Lead Designer
TAG Heuer





Satin Chrome                        9504017   

Sigma01.    

Bright Chrome                        9504016 

White                              9504015 

Black                              9504018 

Inspired by the interplay of droplets

of water, the Sigma01 range of 

interlocking circles is understated

and elegant.

Choice of finishes allows for either 

dramatic contrast or seamless 

integration into a lifestyle bathroom.

Design comes
full circle.

Suits Sigma8 cistern

Christoph Behling
Lead Designer
TAG Heuer



Sigma80

Sigma For inwall concealed
cistern installations

Sigma70

Step 1:    Choose your button

Step 2:   Choose your pan type and installation
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Reflective glass   
1811579       

Black glass            
1811578

Electronic installation set            
(mandatory )  9504026

RANGE: INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:

Stainless steel brushed
1811559

White glass              
1811560

Black glass
1811561

Matt black metal
1811575

Satin chrome   
9504017

Bright chrome    
9504016

White   
9504015 

Black   
9504018

Brushed nickel 
1811571 

Bright chrome
9504025 

Brushed chrome 
9504024

Gun metal 
1811572

White / akril
1801114

Rose gold 
1811569

Silver / akril 
1801119

Black / akril 
1811115 

Matt black / akril 
9504429

Matt black metal 
1811570

80mm80mm

Inwall 
1842013

80mm

80mm

Custom built 
wall/hob 1842013

Back to wall pans
concealed cistern

90mm

Inwall 
1842015 90mm

90mm

Custom built 
wall/hob 1842015

Wall hung pans
concealed cistern

Sigma inwall concealed cisterns are installed behind the wall
in the bathroom.

The one piece blow moulded tank is pressure tested at the factory to 
ensure peace of mind behind the wall – for the life of the bathroom. 



Sigma8
Back to wall pans concealed cistern  
1842013

Sigma8
Wall hung pans concealed cistern
1842015

Sigma8
concealed cisterns
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SIGMA8 CONCEALED CISTERN

European engineered. 
Manufactured in Germany. 

Up to 15 years warranty and

spare parts availability of 25 years. 

Suits all major brands of toilet pans.

Complete peace of mind behind the 

wall, for the life of the bathroom.

Suits:

Sigma80

Sigma70

Sigma50

Sigma01

Mechanical operation, front press.

WELS 4star

Average flush volume 3.1L

Converts to pneumatic

or electronic.

Go to reece.co.nz/bathrooms/products for more information.





Ideal for smaller bathroom spaces, Omega 

concealed cisterns provide flexible 

installation options for under counter or 

low height installations.

If space is at a premium it

can be maximised by installing the

cistern in a hob, under a window

or in the vanity.  

The button can be located for top or front 

press, providing versatility.

Compatible with the Omega cisterns.

Omega
For under counter or
low height installations





Brushed chrome metal                   1811555   

Omega60.    

White glass                         1811553 

Black glass                        1811554 

The button features a stylish surface-even 

finish that sits flush to the wall offering 

a seamless look for a contemporary 

bathroom. Installation and design flexibility 

are key features. 

The compact button can be installed

above or in front of the cistern for greater 

design flexibility.

Sits flush with the wall.

All Omega60 requires a minimum 30mm wall thickness.
Suits Omega cistern.

Christoph Behling
Lead Designer
TAG Heuer





Chrome/satin/chrome                                1811552  

Omega20.    

Satin/chrome/satin                                      1 811551  

White/chrome/white                                    1811549  

Black/chrome/black                                    1811550  

Omega20 buttons with a simple, 

geometric look incorporates a visual 

metaphor for flushing volumes. 

The compact dimensions and understated 

elegance will bring form and function to 

the bathroom. 

Beautifully
designed all round.

Suits Omega cistern.



120mm180mm140mm

Omega
RANGE: INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:

Omega60 Omega20

Step 1:    Choose your button

Step 2:   Choose your pan type and installation

Low height
inwall 
1842017

Back to wall pans
concealed cistern

Low height
inwall 
1842019

90mm

Custom built 
wall/hob
1842019

Wall hung pans
concealed cistern

184mm W x 114mm H

Brushed chrome metal  
1811555

White glass             
1811553

Black glass
1811554

184

114

212mm W x 142mm H

Chrome/satin/chrome
1811552

Satin/chrome/satin
1811551 

White/chrome/white             
1811549

Black/chrome/black
1811550

142

212

Omega60 requires
minimum 30mm
wall thickness.

180mm90mm

Custom built 
wall/hob 
1842017

For under counter or low height
concealed cistern installations
Designed for smaller bathroom spaces, Omega concealed cisterns, with 
their low height construction can comfortably fit under counters, wherever 
space is at a premium. Geberit Omega cisterns are compatible with all 
Omega buttons. Geberit’s heritage of Swiss precision craftsmanship and 
engineering excellence ensures that the technology behind the wall will 
continue to operate for the life of the bathroom.
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European engineered. 
Manufactured in Germany. 

Omega – under counter
Back to wall pans concealed cistern  
1842017

Omega – under counter
Wall hung pans concealed cistern
1842019

Omega – under counter
concealed cisterns

For under counter or low height
concealed cistern installations

Up to 15 years warranty and

spare parts availability of 25 years. 

Suits all major brands of toilet pans.

Complete peace of mind behind the 

wall, for the life of the bathroom.

Suits:

Omega60

Omega20

Low height or under counter 

installation.

Mechanical operation, 

front/top press.

WELS 4star

Average flush volume 3.1L

Converts to pneumatic.

Go to reece.co.nz/bathrooms/products for more information.



For custom
installations.
Design and installation options are 

extended with the Sigma and Omega 

ranges of remotes.

Ideal for smaller spaces and alternative 

bathroom designs, the remote buttons 

can be installed up to two metres from the 

concealed cistern.

Remote buttons introduce a range of 

options such as in ceiling, under counter

or in a vanity, in a duct, inwall and

pre-wall – without compromising design.



Chrome    1811563 Satin     1811564 White     1811562

Suits Omega cistern.

All Sigma remote buttons suit Sigma8 cistern.

All Sigma remote buttons suit Sigma8 cistern.

Meets AS 1428.1 
Requirements

Omega square remotes – Dual-flush button

Sigma square remotes – Dual-flush button

Sigma round remotes – Dual-flush button

Flexible enough to fit
almost anywhere.

Remotes.    

Brushed S/Steel Metal             1811565 White Glass                                 1811566 Black Glass               1811567

Pneumatic Care Dual-flush Button
Chrome ABS                        9505488  
           

Brushed S/Steel Metal             1811556 White Glass                                 1811557 Black Glass               1811558

Cistern cannot be serviced via remote buttons.
Consider service access requirements before installation. 



90mm

90mm

Remotes
RANGE: INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:

94

Round Remote

For Sigma round remote or Sigma square remote buttons 
choose a pan type and installation below. 

Step 1:    Choose your button

Step 2: Sigma:

Inwall 
1842013

Back to wall pans
concealed cistern

Inwall     
1842013 +1800906

In ceiling/duct 
1842013 + 1800906

In ceiling/duct 
1842013

Wall hung pans
concealed cistern

Chrome              
1811563

Satin
1811564

White
1811562

112mm W x 50mm H

Brushed stainless steel metal
1811556

White glass        
1811557

Black glass
1811558

Brushed stainless steel metal
1811565

White glass        
1811566

Black glass
1811567

Sigma square remote
Compatible with Sigma inwall/ceiling/
duct concealed cistern installations.Sigma round remote

Compatible with Sigma 
inwall/ceiling/duct concealed 
cistern installations.

Omega square remote
Compatible with Omega under counter 
low height concealed cistern installations.

80mm

80mm

94mm
73 6

ø 65 ø 94
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> <73mm
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Square Remote

Note: Buttons can be installed up to 2m away from cistern.

To suit in ceiling, in duct or under 
counter cistern installations.
Compact and stylish with a minimalist design. The remote buttons suit challenging 
bathroom layouts;  they can be placed up to 2 metres from the cistern.  

The remote buttons require only slight pressure to activate the flush.



For Omega square remote buttons choose a pan type
and installation below. Step 2 – Omega:

Back to Wall Pans
concealed cistern

Wall Hung Pans
concealed cistern

180mm

180mm120mm

180mm

140mm

Low height
inwall 
1842017

80mm

Custom built 
wall/hob 
1842017

Low height
inwall 
1842019

90mm

Custom built 
wall/hob
1842019

180mm

Omega – low height
concealed cisterns
Suits: Omega square remote buttons.

Under counter low height installation.

Mechanical operation, front/top press.

WELS 4star

Average flush volume 3.1L

Converts to pneumatic.

For cistern specifications see 

Omega specifications page.

Sigma8
concealed cisterns

European engineered. 
Manufactured in Germany. 

Suits: Sigma round remote and 

Sigma square remote buttons.

Inwall/ceiling/duct installation.

Mechanical operation, front press.

WELS 4star

Average flush volume 3.1L

Converts to pneumatic or electronic.

For cistern specifications see

Sigma specifications page.

Up to 15 years warranty and spare parts availability of 25 years. Suits all major brands of toilet pans.

Complete peace of mind behind the wall, for the life of the bathroom.

Go to reece.co.nz/bathrooms/products for more information.



Due to limitations in the printing process the colours in this brochure are a guide only. The manufacturer/distributor reserves the right to 
vary specifications or delete models from their range without prior notification. The manufacturer/distributor takes no responsibility for 
printing errors. Geberit concealed cisterns enjoy up to a 15 year warranty and 25 year spare part supply guarantee. Please contact your 
local Reece store for more information. For full warranty details visit www.reece.co.nz/warranties.

V3 (BROCHURE CODE 9504084)

Visit www.reece.co.nz for your nearest bathroom showroom.


